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Theology is that ongoing activity of the whole church that 
aims at clarifying what "gospel" must mean here and 
now. . . The good news is good because it challenges and 
displaces bad news. 

Gospel addresses us at the place where we are 
overwhelmed by an awareness . . . of what is wrong with 
the world and with ourselves in it. It is good news 
because it engages, takes on and does battle with the 
bad news, offering another alternative, another vision of 
what could be, another way into the future.     

(Douglas John Hall)



1. Artforms – How do we move towards proclamation of good news?
2. Best Questions - What questions should these artforms answer?
3. Strategies | Practices - How will you enact these artforms?



Accompaniment
1. The movement into the community to encounter your neighbors.
2. This is not market research. It is for the neighbor, not your church.
3. Identify your listening posts and then show up.
4. We listen for how our neighbors are already experiencing bad news 

AND good news so we might know how to proclaim or participate in 
good news for and with them.

5. This is outreach AND discipleship.



Accompaniment
Best Questions
1. Who are our neighbors?  - demographics AND stories
2. How do they experience hope in our community? 
3. How do they experience despair in our community?
4. What are their dreams & aspirations for our neighborhood?
5. What are the things making those dreams & aspirations possible?
6. What are the roadblocks to those dreams & aspirations?



Accompaniment
Strategies
1. Help members of your congregations find or 

create listening posts in the neighborhood. 
2. Put yourselves in places where you will hear your 

neighbors’ stories, joys, concerns, celebrations, 
and fears?

The Episcopal Church
One-to-One Relational Meetings

https://tinyurl.com/one-to-one-meetings



Interpretation
1. The movement into your faith community’s core theological convictions.
2. Who is God? What are God’s desires for our world? How does God work in our 

world? What role do humans have in this work?
3. Seeking to understand how these core beliefs help you understand your 

neighbors’ stories.
4. Seeking to understand how your neighbors’ 

stories might help you understand your
core beliefs in new ways.

5. This is outreach AND discipleship.



Interpretation Best Questions
1. How do we understand God and how God works in our world?
2. What are our faith community’s most important claims about God and God’s 

work in the world?
3. How do these claims impact the way we think about our neighbors’ stories?
4. How do their stories impact the way we think

about our claims?
5. Where did we hear and see despair?
6. Where did we hear and see 

resurrection?



Interpretation Strategies
1. Help your congregation identify and articulate their core beliefs.
2. Help them use those core beliefs as an interpretive lens to better understand 

their neighbors’ stories.
3. Help them explore how the neighbors’ stories might push back against and 

challenge those core beliefs.

Walter Brueggemann’s Script and Counterscript
The dominant script is the story we are forced to live that is not life giving. The counterscript is the story 
of the gospel that has a very different way of thinking about the world and our place in it. This is a nice 
way to begin seeing the importance of thinking theologically (counterscript) about our lived realities 
(dominant script).

theworkofthepeople.com/scripts religion-online.org/article/counterscript/



Discernment
1. The movement as a faith 

community into deep listening to 
the movement of God’s spirit.

2. A belief that God is continually
calling us to show up in our 
particular place and time as co-
workers with God in redemption 
and resurrection.

3. Discernment is different than 
decision making.

4. This is outreach AND discipleship.



Discernment 
Best Questions

1. Given what we’ve seen & heard in 
accompaniment & interpretation, 
WHO is God calling us to be for and 
with our neighbor?

2. Given what we’ve seen & heard in 
accompaniment & interpretation, 
WHAT is God calling us to do for and 
with our neighbor?

3. What is the good news that needs to 
be proclaimed in word or deed?



Discernment Strategies
1. Create space for your faith community to listen together for what God might be 

calling them to.
2. Collectively practice patience as you wonder together without hurriedly jumping to 

a solution.
3. Learn to practice the Ignatian Awareness Examen together, seeking moments of 

desolation and consolation.

patheos.com/blogs/spiritualdirection101/table-of-contents/



Proclamation
1. The movement back into our neighborhood with a message of good news.
2. The news will be good because it will give hope in the midst of bad news.
3. Proclamation can be word or deed.
4. Proclamation can be prophetic or pastoral.
5. Proclamation can be introducing something new or pointing out what is 

already present.
6. This is outreach AND discipleship.



Proclamation 
Best Questions
1. What will we say & do to proclaim this good news?
2. When, where & how will we say & do it?
3. How will it either engage despair or celebrate the presence of hope?
4. How will our neighbor be involved with us in this proclamation?



Proclamation Strategies
1. Through accompaniment, interpretation, and discernment you have 

encountered the presence of bad news or good news in your neighbors’ lives 
and how God is calling you to participate

2. Imagine what it would actually look like to either address the bad news in 
your community or become involved in the good news that is already 
unfolding.

3. Be specific. Avoid retreating into your heads. How will you do this work with 
your bodies?

4. Proclamation might look like an afterschool program, parenting classes, a 
food distribution program, marching with Black Lives Matter, working to 
make healthy food or affordable housing available in your community, a 
community garden, a neighborhood cookout, etc. It’s good news because it 
is liberating both you and your neighbor from bad news.

5. Keep in mind the beauty of iterations. Try something, then improve it.
6. Don’t do this work TO your neighbor. Do this work WITH your neighbor.
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